Executive General Manager
•
•
•

Industry leadership and advocacy opportunity
Reporting to the Chair of Directors
Flexible location (Brisbane, Sydney or Melbourne)

About Us:
The Plastics Industry Pipe Association of Australia Limited (PIPA), is the peak organisation recognised
for industry issues management, standards and the market development of safe and environmentally
responsible plastics pipe systems in Australia
PIPA’s technical committees develop a wide range of technical notes and guidelines that are
referenced by industry bodies, government agencies, codes of practice and Australian Standards; PIPA
is a nominating organisation to Standards Australia technical committees charged with the
responsibility of developing contemporary Australian product and installation Standards.
PIPA aims to ensure that the environmental impact of plastics pipeline systems throughout their life
cycle meets or exceeds legislative and community standards.
About the Role:
• In collaboration with the Chair and Directors, implement PIPA’s strategy to protect and promote
the use and reputation of long-life plastics pipe and fitting systems.
• Represent and advocate on behalf of the Australian plastics pipe industry members on all
matters relating to plastics pipe systems, including relevant key public policy issues such as
environmental sustainability.
• Maintain close relationships with key government and non-government stakeholders, and
international plastics pipe industry associations.
• Direct and manage the technical program for PIPA including the management of the Technical
Committees and the publication of industry documentation.
• Manage the financial affairs of the association.
About You:
• Qualifications or extensive experience in thermoplastics processing, plastics material properties
and pipeline engineering, design or installation.
• Post-graduate qualifications in business or an engineering / polymer chemistry discipline are
desirable, but not essential.
• Demonstrated strong interpersonal and communication skills and the ability to work effectively
with a diverse range of stakeholders, including senior levels of government.
• Perceptive and astute with a talent for influencing and negotiating.
• Prior experience in an advocacy role within an industry association is desirable.

Expressions of interest are to be emailed to: plasticspipe@pipa.com.au
Closing date for expressions of interest: 12 August 2019

